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• Two disclaimers: a) the presentation draws on a joint Bank of Italy-BIS project (see BIS Paper 

n. 48, July 2009) and on follow-up work; b) the views expressed in this presentation are mine 
and do not commit the Bank of Italy. 

 
1. Size and effectiveness of “rescue measures” adopted in Autumn 2008 
 
• The size of bond guarantee programmes: between October 2008 and September 2010, more 

than 200 banks in 17 advanced economies issued more than 1000 bn euro equivalent, with the 
bulk of issuance in a few countries. Since mid 2009 there was a sharp slowdown of guaranteed 
issuance (with spikes in June and September 2010, reflecting issuance by one specific bank). 

 
•  The effectiveness of overall rescue measures (including capital injections and asset purchases) 

announced in Autumn 2008: event studies and “judgment” suggest that rescue measures 
prevented a “worst case scenario” and reduced default risk by resuming market funding for 
banks (both bond and equity issuance) 

 
2. Two main distortionary effects of bond guarantees 
 
•  First, the cost of guaranteed borrowing reflects the Government’s creditworthiness, not the 

bank’s. This implies that weak banks with strong sovereign guarantor have been able to borrow 
more cheaply than sound banks with weak sovereign. 

•  A second distortion is represented by the fact that large banks took the lion’s share in using 
guarantees; in addition, there is evidence that since the middle of 2009, when market conditions 
stabilised, credit quality of banks issuing guaranteed bonds declined significantly (compared 
with the period up to mid-2009), suggesting that guarantees may have postponed a restructuring 
by some weak banks. 

•  The above distortions imply that competition is distorted and there is an inefficient allocation 
of resources, with long term effects of banking sector’s productivity. 

 
3. Should we extend guarantees into 2011? 
 
•  Although usage of guarantees has declined since mid-2009, an extension into 2011 seems 

advisable for at least two reasons: a) large bond refinancing needs by banks are in the pipeline, 
in a context characterised by increased sovereign risk and still fragile market conditions; b) 
distortions were reduced by July 2010 tightening of EU conditions for accessing guarantees. 


